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Writing
From ReadyGen ELA Curriculum

Goal (Week 1-3): Students will use information about a specific
weather type to create an engaging news report that explains how
weather affects people.

Week 1: RESEARCH and PREWRITE: Use the Prewrite/Planning sheet
to research and record information about a specific weather type
(blizzard, hurricane, tornado, flood, drought). Pick one and learn all you
can about it! Refer to the Student Example for what the finished
product will look like.

Week 2: FINAL COPY: Write or type your final copy. Make sure you
have an introduction, facts on how the weather affects people, and a
conclusion. Use pictures and captions that support and enhance your
news report.

Week 3: FINAL COPY: Complete your news report. Edit spelling,
punctuation, word choice, and organization. If it’s on Google bocs,
share it with your teacher!



Prewrite and Planning
Weather News Article

NAME:_________

Type of Weather:_________________________

Headline

Lead: Answers to WHO, WHAT, WHEN, WHERE
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STUDENT EXAMPLE

Hayward, Wisconsin I March 16,2O1
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Blizzard Disaster
by: Abigail L.

Everyone in Hayward was
running around trying to get
home. Here is a saying from
Walter Heart and how he
thought about the blizzard. “It
was a disaster. Everyone was
slipping on the road and there
were big accidents. Even my
sister, Stacy Heart, got in a
biking accident and broke her
wrist,” said Walter Heart.

Here is something Barbara
Adler shared with us today
“Snow was falling down
everywhere and my kids
couldn’t go outside”

This is a disaster

This is March 16, 2018.
Yesterday we had a blizzard
called the Blizzard Disaster.
Nineteen people died and
sixty eight people were
severely injured. A lot of
people got injured and killed
by a big car crash near
Market Place. This is how a
blizzard affects people. This
blizzard started at 2:56 and
ended at 9:42.

This blizzard has ruined
people’s lives and has given
you information about how
bad blizzards can be. This is
why blizzards affect people.

acy Heart on her bike before the
bIizard

Barbara Adler trying to get to her
house in the bad weather.
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Facts
Blizzard Disaster got up to
15 inches of snow and
there was a big car crash
near Market Place. This
crash sent cars flipping
over and people getting
whipped on the ice in the
bad winds.

Parents and kids driving home from
school to get home.
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__________________________________ _____________________________________________

by:



GOAL (Weeks 4-6): Choose a character from a book. Students
will write an opinion piece stating why this character had the greatest
effect on the events in the story.

Week 4: PLAN/PREWRITE: Pick a book with a character that really
affects events in your story. Use the Opinion Organizer to develop
your opinion, find reasons/evidence/details, and create a conclusion.
Reread portions of your book to find details. Look at the Student
Examples for ideas!

Week 5: EbIT/REVISE: Reread what you have written on your Opinion
Organizer and check for spelling, punctuation, capitalization, etc. Can
you change words so they are more specific? Example: “mad” changed
to “upset” or “furious.” Check if you need more details in your reasons
and add!

Week 6: FINAL COPY: Type or hand write your final copy. Remember
to use paragraphs to separate your introduction, reason 1, reason 2,
reason 3, and conclusion. Add a picture if you have time. If you use
Google bocs, share it with your teacher!



Name:____________
Opinion Organizer

Introduction (Hook your reader....clearly state your opinion....NO
ftEASONS YET!) Phrases to help - “In the story

______,

I think

______

had the greatest effect on events that happen.”

Reason #1 and Evidence/betails
Phrases to help - “One reason is “ “An example of how

_____

causes events to happen is

_______



STUDENT EXAMPLES
Edward Tulane Opinion

ByAlyse B.

In the story, The Miraculous Journey of Edward Tulane, all of the characters have
a huge effect on the events in the story, but Pellegrina had the greatest effect on the
events in the story because if Pellegrina hadn’t had Edward made... who knows what
would have happened to him! He may not have even been alive or created.

One reason is, Pellegrina had Edward made. If she hadn’t Edward wouldn’t have
met Abilene or any of the other characters in the story. For example, Edward wouldn’t
have met the two boys, wouldn’t have been thrown off the ship, or wouldn’t have met
Lawrence, Nelly, or Lolly.

Another reason is, Pellegrina told the story about the princess who didn’t love and
a witch turned her into a warthog. After she (Pellegrina) told the story she told Edward
“You disappoint me” and that replayed in Edward’s mind many times. For example,
when Edward was a scarecrow the Pellegrina crow was laughing at him and Edward
remembered Pellegrina saying, “You disappoint me.”

Another example is, when the old doll (the doll
with the cracked face) said “you disappoint me”
because Edward said no one would come for him he
remembered Pellegrina saying the same thing. This
makes Edward think that someone WILL come for him

Pellegrina began Edward’s journey and wanted
him to love. She got Edward to love by telling the story
about the princess and the witch. That is why Ithink
Pellegrina had the greatest effect on the events in the
story.



hQve” and “Grandma, what big teeth you have.” These are lines that most

kids have heard lots of times!

A third reason is that the Big Bad Wolf actually tries to eat Red. This
is the main event in the story, and the wolf starts it.

In my opinion, the Big Bad Wolf has the biggest impact on the events

of the story. Maybe we should rename it “The Big Bad Wolf” instead of
Little Red Riding Hood!
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TIME CAPSULE

BY:
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iNCHES
TALL

MI BEST FRIENL/S:

4.

MY FAVOUR1TES
TOY:

COLOUR:

AN IMAL:

FOOD:

SHOW:

MOVIE:

BOOK:

ACTIViTY:

PLACE:

SONG:

WHEN I 6RUW UP I WANT T0 BE:

DATE:

PAGES BY LONG CREA11ONS
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HOW ARE YOU CONNECTING WITH OTHERS?

WHERE I AM LIVING DURING THIS TIME:

WHAT THIN6S ARE 10 U916 TI HELP FEEL C0NNECTE/HAYE FU
UIiTSIE (e.g hearts n wnows, chalk notes on sIewaIk, etc)

PAGES BY LONG CRFA11ONS



EOBL
PRINT THE HANDS OF ALL THE PEOPLE LIVING IN YOUR HOME

(IN DIFFERENT COLOURS) AND PLACE YOUR HANDS HERE
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DEAR,

________________

LOVE,

_______

PAGES BY lONG CRFA11ONS



LETTER FROM YOUR PARENTS

DEAR,

__________________

LOVE,

_______

PAGES Y LONG CREA11ONS


